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Abstract：This article offers a description of negation marking in the two Ethio-Semitic
languages: Amharic and Ezha. The description has been made from the perspective of
synchronic comparison. The article discloses that both Amharic and Ezha make use of
negative prefixes in order to reverse the truth condition of an affirmative expression. The
negative morphemes employed by each of the two languages have two allomorphic
variants whose alternation is grammatically conditioned. The two allomorphs of the
negative marker in Amharic are al- which occurs with perfective and imperative verbs, and
a- that surfaces with imperfective and jussive verbal conjugations. Similarly, the Ezha
negative prefix appears as an- with perfective verbal bases, and as a- with imperfective,
jussive and imperative verb forms. In both languages, the negative prefixes attach to verbs
preceding person prefixes and following subordinators in negative subordinate clauses.
When it comes to copular and existential verbs, as compared to prototypical verbs,
negation in both languages can be expressed in two ways: in some cases, the
aforementioned negative prefixes are employed; and in some other cases, completely
different verb forms rendering negative readings are introduced, hence, lexical negation via
suppletion.
Keywords: negation, allomorph, prototypical verb, copular verb, existential verb
1. Introduction
Amharic and Ezha are closely related languages in that both of them belong to the South
Ethio-Semitic language groups within the Ethio-Semitic language family. Amharic together
with Argoba, Harari and East Gurage languages forms the Transversal South Ethio-Semitic
sub-family, whereas Ezha belongs to the Outer South Ethio-Semitic sub-group which
encompasses North Gurage, West Gurage and the extinct language Gafat (Hetzeon, 1977).
Amharic is a language which serves as a working language of the Ethiopian federal
government in addition to its wider scope of usage as a lingua franca in almost all parts of
the country. The language has a long research tradition in the realm of Semitic studies as it
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has attracted the attention of several linguists. Thus, the language has relatively been well
documented (Meyer, 2011).
By contrast, Ezha is one of the least studied Ethio-Semitic languages. The language is
natively spoken in the Ezha woreda within the Gurage zone of the Southern Nations
Nationalities and Peoples Region (SNNPR). It is widely spoken in and around the town of
Agenna within the Ezha woreda administration. It is also spoken in other areas such as
Wolkite and Addis Ababa by people who left their homeland for different reasons such as
trade and education (Endalew, 2014).
This article presents a comparative description of Negation marking in the two languages:
Amharic and Ezha. In doing so, no specific theoretical framework has been employed. The
analyses are merely informed by the assumptions of descriptive linguistics based on the
synchronic features of the target languages. Amharic data were collected through
introspection by using the researcher’s own native intuition, while Ezha data were accessed
mainly via elicitation augmented by recording of free narratives by consulting native
speakers of the language.
2. Discussion
This section presents the description of negation marking in Amharic and Ezha from a
comparative point of view. The phenomena of negation marking in the two languages have
been displayed by sub-classifying them into three partsː negation in lexical verbs, negation
in copular verbs and negation in existential verbs. These are discussed one after the other in
the following subsequent sub-sections.
2.1 Negation of lexical verbs
Lexical verbs of Amharic involve two, three or four root consonants of which
di-consonantal verbs are often reductions of tri-consonantal ones involving weak radicals
(laryngeals and approximants) that either disappeared or turned into vocalic radicals
through time (Baye, 1999; Meyer, 2011). Ezha lexical verbs, on the other hand, can be of
mono-, di-, tri- or quadri-consonantal (Endalew, 2014). In both languages, lexical verbs of
any kind can inflect for negation.
With reference to lexical or prototypical verbs, the Amharic negative morpheme appears
as al- on perfective verbal bases, whereas that of the Ezha negative morpheme surfaces as
an- in situations where it attaches to the same verbal forms of the language: perfective
bases. The following examples demonstrate this point.
(1) Amharic
a. al-kәffәt-ә-mm
NEG-open.PFV-3MS.Sj-CM
‘He did not open.’
Macrolinguistics (2018)
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Ezha
b. an-k’әt’әr-ә
NEG-kill.PFV-3MS
‘He did not kill.’

In the negative perfective forms of Ezha type-A verbs, the penultimate radicals
degeminate as opposed to the affirmative counterparts where the penultimate radicals
geminate (as in k’әtt’әrәm ‘he killed’ as contrasted with ank’әt’әrә ‘he did not kill’ where
the final -m in the affirmative structure is a clause marker and does not constitute the verbal
base). By contrast, the penultimate root consonants of type-A verbs remain geminate in
both negative and affirmative perfective structures of Amharic (as in kәffәtә ‘he opened’ Vs.
alkәffәtәmm ‘he did not open’ where the terminal -mm in the negative is a clause marker
and not part of the verbal base).
In the imperfective and jussive verbal conjugations, the negative prefixes of both
Amharic and Ezha assume the same realization, i.e. a- as exemplified in (2). In both
languages, the negative prefix gets priority to the person prefix in their concatenation from
left to right to be attached to the verbal base.
(2) Amharic
a. a-j-kәft-ɨmm
NEG-open.IPFV-CM
‘He will not open.’
b. a-jɨ-kfәt
NEG-3MS-open.JUSS
‘Let him not open.’
Ezha
c. ek’әt’r
a-j-k’әt’r
NEG-3MS-kill.IPFV
‘He will not kill.’
d. a-tɨ-k’t’ɨr
NEG-3FS-kill.JUSS
‘Let her not kill.’

There occurs an interesting interplay between the negative prefix and the respective
clause marker of the two languages (-mm in Amharic and -m in Ezha). The Amharic
negative structures in both perfective and imperfective conjugations presuppose the
appearance of the clause marker -mm, which does not occur in the affirmative structures.
However, in Ezha, an opposite phenomenon occurs; the clause marker surfaces in the
affirmative verbal forms of perfective conjugations, while it disappears in the negative
18
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counterparts. Thus, in Amharic the negative prefix co-occurs with the clause marker -mm in
the perfective and imperfective verbal forms. By contrast, the Ezha negative prefix
precludes the clause marker -m which occurs on perfective verbs in the affirmative; hence,
the two morphemes are said to be mutually exclusive.
The Ezha negative morpheme also excludes future tense suffixes. Whenever a verb form
implying futurity is in its affirmative, it takes the suffix -te to indicate definite future as in
(3a) and -ʃә to render an indefinite future reading as in (3c) (Endalew, 2014). However, in
cases where such verb forms are negated, the future endings disappear since they are
mutually exclusive with the negative prefix as depicted by (3b) and (3d).
(3) a. jɨ-k’әt’ɨr-te
3MS-kill.IPFV-DFUT
‘He is going to kill.’
b. ek’әt’r
a-j-k’әtr
NEG-3MS-kill.IPFV
‘He will not kill.’
c. jә-k’tɨr-ʃә
3MS-kill.JUSS-IFUT
‘He will probably kill.’
d. ejәk’tɨr
a-jә-k’tɨr
NEG-3MS-kill.JUSS
‘He will not probably kill.’

Note that, in Ezha, the definite future is expressed by imperfective verbal bases, while
the indefinite future reading is rendered by using jussive verbal conjugations. The negative
expressions in (3) render both future and present tense readings due to the absence of the
future tense suffixes upon their mutual exclusiveness with the negative prefix. Thus, the
tense specification turns out to be context sensitive. Hence, the utterance ank’әt’ɨnnә, for
instance, would mean either ‘we will not kill’ or ‘we do not kill’ depending on the
discourse context. It is worth noting at this juncture that, unlike Ezha, Amharic does not
make any distinction between definite and indefinite future readings. The imperfective verb
forms in Amharic simply signal a non-past connotation.
In the imperative verb forms, the Amharic negative morpheme appears as al- (like the
case in perfective structures), while the Ezha negative prefix occurs as a- (as is the case for
imperfective and jussive verbal conjugations). The following are exemplary structures
capturing this fact.
(4) Amharic
Macrolinguistics (2018)
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a. attɨkfәt
al-t-kfәt
NEG-2MS-ope.IMP
‘Do not Open!’
Ezha
b. a-t-kɨt’r
NEG-2MS-kill.IMP
‘Do not kill ǃ’

In both Amharic and Ezha, in situations where the negative prefix occurs on verbs of
subordinate clauses, the subordinate clause marker takes precedence over the negative
morpheme in their attachment to the verbal base. The following are illustrative examples
using negative conditional clauses.
(5) Amharic
a. bәrrun kalkәfәtәw...
bәrr-u-n kә-al-kәffәt-ә-w...
door-DEF-ACC COND-NEG-open.PFV-3MS.Sj-3MS.Oj
‘If he did not open the door...’
Ezha
b. ʒәbbɨwe bank’әt’әrәn
ʒәbb-we bә-an-k’әt’әr-ә-n
lion-DEF COND-NEG-kill.PFV-3MS.Sj-3MS.Oj
‘If he did not kill the lion…’

Similarly, in relative clauses, the negative prefix in Amharic occurs following the
relative clause marker as indicated in (6a) and (6b). Note that jә- and ɨmm- are Amharic
relativizers in the perfective and imperfective respectively. However, Ezha behaves in a
completely different ways in this regard; the relativizer never appears with negative relative
verbs in both perfective and imperfective conjugations. Hence, the negation marker
attaches itself directly to the verbal base in the perfective as in (6c) and preceding the
person prefix in the imperfective as indicated in (6d).
(6) Amharic
a. mәs’af jalanәbәbәw lɨdʒ...
mәs’af jә-al-anәbbәb-ә-w lɨdʒ...
book REL-NEG-read.PFV-eMS.Sj-DEF boy...
‘The boy who did not read the book...’
b. hisab ɨmmajwәddәw tәmari
hisab ɨmm-a-j-wәdd-ә-u tәmari
Maths REL-NEG-3MS-like.IPFV-3MS.Sj-DEF
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‘The student who does not like Maths...’
Ezha
c. zәbb an-k’әt’әr-ә-we mɨss...
lion NEG-kill.PFV-3MS.Sj-DEF man
‘The man who did not kill a lion...’
d. ʒәbb
ʒәbb

ek’әt’rwe mɨss...
a-j-k’әt’r-we mɨss...

lion NEG-3MS-kill.IPFV-DEF man...
‘The man who will not kill a lion...’

Both Amharic and Ezha do have what are known as composite verbs which involve two
components. In both languages, composite verbs are derivatives of invariable elements
(which could be idiophones or onomatopoetic words) that carry the verbal semantics
followed by a supportive verb conveying grammatical information. In Amharic the
supportive verb is either al- ‘say’ or adәrrәg- ‘make’ (Baye, 2008; Meyer, 2011; Endalew,
2014), while in Ezha it is either bar- ‘say’ or amәnnә- ‘make’ that serves as a supportive
verb (Endalew, 2014).
Such verbs can be negated in both Amharic and Ezha wherein the negative marker
appears on the supportive verb, and not on the initial invariable element. The following are
instances of composite verb negation in both languages under comparison.
(7) Amharic
a. k’uttʃ’ al-al-ә-mm
sit NEG-say.PFV-3MS.Sj-CM
‘He did not sit down.’
b. kәff al-adәrrәg-ә-mm
lift NEG-make.PFV-3MS.Sj-CM
‘He did not lift (something).’
Ezha
c. brɨtʃ’ ambarә
brɨtʃ’ an-bar-ә
flash NEG-say.PFV-3MS.Sj
‘It did not flash.’
d. dɨgg an-amәnnә-xw
slow-down NEG-make.PFV-1S.Sj
‘I did not make it sluggish.’

2.2 Negation of copular verbs
Copular verbs of both Amharic and Ezha appear to be very irregular since they exhibit
unusual conjugational patterns as compared to the prototypical verbs discussed in the
Macrolinguistics (2018)
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preceding section. Some paradigms of copular verbs in both languages are even suppletive.
This goes in line with cross-linguistic realities stipulated in Payne (1997).
Amharic and Ezha employ different copular forms for different tenses. The present
copula appears as nә- in Amharic and as the suffix -n (with the variant -r and the suppletive
form -u) in Ezha (Endalew, 2014). In both languages, these copular forms co-occur with
suffixes indicating their subjects, and can take (pro) nouns, adjectives, and adverbs as their
complements. The inflectional paradigms of the copulas in the present tense for both
languages are given in table 1.
Table 1. The present copulas in Amharic and Ezha
Amharic

Ezha

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

1

nә-ɲɲ

nә-n

-n-xw

-n-ndә

2M

nә-h

nә-attʃɨhu

-n-xә

-n-xu
-n-xma

2F

nә-ʃ

nә-attʃɨhu

-n-xj

3M

nә-w

nә-attʃәw

-u

-r-o

3F

nә-at

nә-attʃәw

-n-ja

-r-әma

The agreement suffixes following the Amharic copula are the copies of object suffixes
that appear on prototypical verbs (Baye, 2007:8). Similarly, in Ezha, except for the 1S and
3PL the agreement suffixes are the object suffixes on prototypical verbs with imperfective
conjugations. For second person, the suffixes match with the light① object agreement
elements of the regular verbs, while the element following the 3FS copula is the copy of
the heavy② object suffix. The agreement markers for 1S and 3PL following the copula, on
the other hand, are identical to the subject agreement suffixes with perfective verbs
(Endalew, 2014).
The following examples demonstrate how the present copular elements in Amharic and
Ezha behave sententially. Note also that the examples depict the fact that the present
copulas can assume (pro) nominal, adjectival and adverbial complements. The clause
marker -m (see 2.1) of Ezha can not be attached to the present copula.
(8) Amharic
a. ja lɨdʒ

gobәz tәmari nә-w

that boy clever student COP.PRES-3MS
‘That boy is a clever student.’
b. setɨjjәwa deffar nat

①
②

Light object suffixes in Ezha appear with singular subjects except for 2FS (Endalew, 2014).
Heavy object suffixes in Ezha are those which presuppose plural and 2FS subjects (Endalew, 2014).
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set-jjә-wa deffar nә-at
female-SING-DEF brave COP.PRES-3FS
‘The woman is brave.’
Ezha
c. ɨjja tәmari-n-xw
I student-COP.PRES-1S
‘I am a student.’
d. mәs’af-we jә-xit-u
book-DEF GEN-she-COP.PRES.3MS
‘The book is hers.’
e. gred-we mәrkama-r-әma
girl.PL-DEF beautiful-COP.PRES-3FPL
‘The girls are beautiful.’
f. gred-we zaxe-r-әma
girl.PL-DEF there-COP.PRES-3FPL
‘The girls are over there.’

The future tense copula is expressed by hon- in Amharic and xәr- in Ezha. Both of these
copular forms are morphologically similar with the prototypical verbs of the respective
languages. The Amharic future copula inflects for person by taking the same affixes as
lexical verbs of the language do. Similarly, the Ezha future copula can inflect for person,
and definite and indefinite future tenses. It can also be used in the perfective with the
declarative clause marker -m just like typical verbs (Endalew, 2014). This complies with
Payne (1997) who states that copulas can have many or all of the morphosyntactic
properties that characterize prototypical verbs. Semantically, however, copular verbs
always carry little or no semantic content other than converting a noun phrase into a
predicate. The following table presents the copular conjugations of Amharic and Ezha in
the future tenses.
Table 2. Copulas of Amharic and Ezha in the future tenses
Amharic

Ezha
Definite future

Indefinite future

1S

ɨ-hon-allә-hu

ә-xәr-te

ә-xɨr-ʃә

2MS

t-hon-allә-h

tɨ-xәr-te

tɨ-xɨr-ʃә

2FS

t-hon-i-allә-ʃ [tɨhoɲallәʃ]

tɨ-xәr-i-te

tɨ-xɨr-i-ʃә

3MS

j-hon-allә-ә [jɨhonall]

jɨ-xәr-te

jɨ-xɨr-ʃә

3FS

t-hon-allә-ttʃ

tɨ-xәr-te

tɨ-xɨr-ʃә

1PL

ɨn-hon-allә-n

nɨ-xәr-nә-te [nɨxәnnәte]

nɨ-xɨr-nә-ʃә [nɨxɨnnәʃә]
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2MPL

t-hon-allә-attʃɨhu [tɨhonallattʃɨhu]

tɨ-xәr-o-te

tɨ-xɨr-o-ʃә

2FPL

t-hon-allә-attʃɨhu [tɨhonallattʃɨhu]

tɨ-xәr-әma-te

tɨ-xɨr-әma-ʃә

3MPL

j-hon-allә-u [jɨhonallu]

jɨ-xәr-o-te

jɨ-xɨr-o-ʃә

3FPL

j-hon-allә-u [jɨhonallu]

jɨ-xәr-әma-te

jɨ-xɨr-әma-ʃә

The element -allә in Amharic is the non-past auxiliary. Whereas, the invariable right
peripheral suffixes (-te and -ʃә) in Ezha are the definite and indefinite future markers in
their respective order. In both languages, the prefixes are person markers. The following
examples demonstrate how the future copulas of the two languages behave in affirmative
sentences.
(9) Amharic
a. hakim tɨ-hon-allә-h
physician 2MS-COP.FUT-AUX.PRES-2MS
‘You will be a physician.’
Ezha
b. ɨjja wәttaddәr ә-xәr-te
I soldier 1S-be (come).IPFV-DFUT
‘I will be a soldier.’
c. ɨjja wәttaddәr ә-xɨr-ʃә
I soldier 1S-be (come).JUSS-IFUT
‘I will probably be a soldier.’

In the construction of copular negation, Amharic employs a suppletive form to indicate
the negative of the present copula. This form is ajdәllә- which renders a negative reading
without the attachment of any negative affix; hence, lexical negation. For the future copula,
however, the affirmative form takes the negative prefix a- to indicate negation. This
phenomenon makes the future copula behave like prototypical verbs in the imperfective
and jussive (see 2.1).
In Ezha, on the other hand, the negative of both the present and the future copulas is
based on the future copula, i.e. xәr-. This form, like typical verbs (see 2.1), takes the
negative morpheme that surfaces as an- in the present and as a- in the future tense. The
following are illustrative examples in both languages.
(10) Amharic
a. tәmari ajdәllә-hu-m
student COP.PRESːNEG-1S-CM
‘I am not a student.’
b. mәmmɨhɨr a-t-hon-u-m
teacher NEG-2MPL-COP.FUT-2MPL.Sj-CM
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‘You will not be teachers.’
Ezha
c. ɨjja wәttaddәr an-xәr-xw
I soldier NEG-COP.FUT-1S
‘I am not a student.’
d. xɨno wәttaddәr exәro
xɨno wәttaddәr a-j-xәr-o
they (M) soldier NEG-3MPL-COP.FUT-3MPL
‘They are not going to be soldiers.’
e. wәttaddәr a-t-xɨr-o
soldier NEG-2MPL-COP.FUT-2MPL
‘You (MPL) will not probably be soldiers.’

In Amharic, the negative copular verb both in the present and future bears the clause
marker –mm. This is the case in prototypical verbs as well (see 2.1), hence, the copulas
behaving like typical verbs. On the other hand, in Ezha, the present and future negative
copulas do not carry the clause marker -m. Besides, the suffixes -te and -ʃә which render
definite and indefinite future readings respectively cannot co-occur with the negative prefix.
These features make the negative copulas exhibit similar properties with prototypical verbs
discussed in section 2.1. In situations where there are person prefixes, the negative prefixes
in both Amharic and Ezha appear before the person prefixes; this is the case in structures
signaling future tense.
The past copulas are nәbbәr- and bannә- for Amharic and Ezha in their respective order.
Table 3 depicts the inflectional paradigms of the past copulas in the two languages.
Table 3. The past copulas in Amharic and Ezha
Amharic
Singular

Ezha

Plural

Singular

Plural
bannә-nә

1

nәbbәr-ku

nәbbәr-n

bannә-xw

2M

nәbbәr-k

nәbbәr-attʃɨhu

bannә-xә

bannә-xu

2F

nәbbәr-ʃ

nәbbәr- attʃɨhu

bannә-xj

bannә-xma

3M

nәbbәr-ә

nәbbәr-u

bannә-ә [bannә]

bannә-o [bannәwo]

3F

nәbbәr-әttʃ

nәbbәr-u

bannә-ttʃ

bannә-әma

The agreement elements suffixed to the past copulas of both languages are identical to
the subject suffixes for prototypical verbs. As with the present copula, in Ezha, the clause
marker -m cannot be suffixed to the past copula. The following examples show how the
past copulas of the two languages are employed in affirmative sentential use.
(11) Amharic
Macrolinguistics (2018)
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a. wәttaddәr nәbbәr-n
soldier COP.PAST-1PL
‘We were soldiers.’
b. axu tәmari bannә-xu
you.MPL student COP.PAST-2MPL
‘You (MPL) were students.’

In both Amharic and Ezha, the past copulas can serve as auxiliaries to express distant
past tense. In such a case, the Ezha copula bannә can alternatively be replaced by its
reduced form ‘ba’. The two forms can be used in free alternation as there is no any
grammatical or contextual ground to choose one or the other; the former is used in slow
speech, while the speakers usually prefer the latter in fast articulation. Thus, the utterances
given in (12b) and (12c) below, for instance, render the same reading and are equally
acceptable in the language.
(12) Amharic
a. asәffa anbәssa gәdl-o nәbbәr
A. lion kill-CNV AUX.PAST
‘Assefa had killed a lion.’
Ezha
b. jɨna tәmaribet wәr-nә-m bannә
we school go.PFV-1PL-CNV AUX.PAST
‘We had gone to school.’
c. jɨna tәmaribet wәr-nә-m ba
we school go.PFV-1PL-CNV AUX.PAST
‘We had gone to school.’

In the formation of negative structures involving the past copula, Amharic makes use of
the affirmative past copula with the negative prefix al- discussed earlier. By contrast, Ezha
employs a suppletive form nәbәr- and then attaches the negative prefix an- to indicate
negation. These negative morphs are those attested for regular verbs of the respective
languages.
(13) Amharic
a. wәttaddәr al-nәbbәr-u-m
soldier NEG-COP.PAST-3MPL-CM
‘They were not soldiers.’
Ezha
b. ɨjja tәmari an-nәbәr-xw
I student NEG-COP.PAST-1S
‘I was not a student.’
26
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2.3 Negation of existential verbs
Like copular verbs, the verbs of existence in Amharic and Ezha employ different forms
pertaining to different tenses. The present existential reading is expressed by allә- in
Amharic and by nәr- in Ezha as illustrated by the following table.
Table 4. Amharic and Ezha verbs of existence in the present tense
Amharic
Singular

Ezha

Plural

Singular

Plural
nәr-nә [nәnnә]

1

allә-hu

allә-n

nәr-xw

2M

allә-h

allә-attʃɨhu [allattʃɨhu]

nәr-xә

2F

allә-ʃ

3M

allә-ә

3F

allә-ttʃ

[allә]

nәr-xu
[nәrxj]

allә- attʃɨhu [allattʃɨhu]

nәr-xi

nәr-xma

allә-u [allu]

nәr-ә

nәr-o [nәrɨbbo]

allә-u [allu]

nәr-әttʃ

nәr-әma

The agreement suffixes following the existential verb of both Amharic and Ezha are
identical to the subject affixes with regular perfective verbs of the respective languages.
The agreement element attached to the Ezha 3MPL existential verb undergoes
strengthening thereby changing from the underlying -o to the surface form -bbo. The
following are affirmative sentential examples in the two languages involving the verbs of
existence in the present tense.
(14) Amharic
a. ɨndalәw ɨzih allә
ɨndalәw ɨzih allә-ә
E.here exist-3MS.Sj
‘Endalew is here/Endalew exists here.’
Ezha
b. dengjawe tәmaribet nәrɨbbo
dengja-we tәmaribet nәr-o
boy.PL-DEF school exist.PRES-3MPL
‘The boys are at school./The boys exist at school.’

With regard to negation, the present negative existential verbs of both languages are
suppletive forms; they are not based on the affirmative verbs of existence presented above.
In Amharic, the negative reading for the verb of existence in the present is signaled by
using jәllә-, while that of Ezha is expressed by the form ennә-. These unique forms render a
negative reading without the addition of any negative morpheme. These negative lexical
forms in both languages are followed by subject agreement suffixes of the regular verbs in
the perfective conjugations.
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Table 5. Amharic and Ezha negative verbs of existence in the present
Amharic
Singular

Ezha

Plural

Singular

Plural
ennә-nә

1

jәllә-hu-mm

jәllә-n-mm

ennә-xw

2M

jәllә-h-mm

jәllә-attʃɨhu-mm [jәllattʃɨhumm]

ennә-xә

ennә-xu
[ennәxj]

2F

jәllә-ʃ-mm

jәllә-attʃɨhu-mm [jәllattʃɨhumm]

ennә-xi

3M

jәllә-ә-mm [jәllәmm]

jәllә-u-mm [jәllumm]

ennә-ә [ennә]

ennә-xma
ennә-o [ennәwo]

3F

jәllә-ttʃ-mm

jәllә-u-mm [jәllumm]

ennә-ttʃ

ennә-әma [ennәma]

Note that the invariable right peripheral suffix -mm in Amharic is the negative clause
marker discussed for lexical verbs in section 2.1. In Ezha, like copular and lexical verbs,
the clause marker -m never appears on the negative existential verb. The structures in (15)
demonstrate how the present negative existential verbs of Amharic and Ezha behave in
sentences.
(15) Amharic
a. sәwottʃu biro jәllumm
sәw-ottʃ-u biro jәllә-u-mm
man-PL-DEF office exist.PRES.NEG-3MPL-CM
‘The people are not in office./The people are absent from office.’
Ezha
b. gredwe tәmaribet ennәma
gred-we tәmaribet ennә-әma
girl.PL-DEF school exist.PRES.NEG-3FPL
‘The girls are not at school./The girls are absent from school.’

The past verbs of existence in Amharic and Ezha are expressed by nәbbәr- and bannәrespectively. Note that these forms coincide with the past copular verbs of the respective
languages (see 2.2); hence, in both languages the same form is used to express both copular
and existential readings in the past tense. The following table depicts the inflectional
patterns of the past existential verbs in the languages under comparison.
Table 6. Existential verbs of Amharic and Ezha in the past tense
Amharic

Ezha

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

1

nәbbәr-ku

nәbbәr-n

bannә-xw

bannә-nә

2M

nәbbәr-k

nәbbәr-attʃɨhu

bannә-xә

bannә-xu
[bannәxj]

2F

nәbbәr-ʃ

nәbbәr-attʃɨhu

bannә-xi

3M

nәbbәr-ә

nәbbәr-u

bannә-ә [bannә]
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3F

nәbbәr-әttʃ

nәbbәr-u

bannә-ttʃ

bannә-әma [bannәma]

Like the case in present existential verbs, the agreement suffixes following the past verbs
of existence in both languages are identical to the subject agreement suffixes for regular
verbs in the perfective conjugations. The following constructions show how the past verbs
of existence in Amharic and Ezha are used sententially.
(16) Amharic
a. tɨlant biro-attʃɨn wɨst’ nәbbәr-n
yesterday office-1PL.POSS inside exist.PAST-1PL.Sj
‘We were in our office yesterday.’
b. ɨjja sarsɨja addisaba bannә-xw
I two_ years_ ago Addis Ababa exist.PAST-1S.Sj
‘I had been in Addis Ababa two years ago.’

For past negative expressions involving the verb of existence, Amharic employs the
same form as in the past affirmative, i.e. nәbbәr-, whereas Ezha introduces a different form
compared to the one used in the affirmative past and expresses negative past based on the
existential verb nәbәr- which can only be used for negative formation. These forms (the
Amharic nәbbәr- and the Ezha nәbәr-) are apparently the same except that there is
gemination of the second root consonant in Amharic which is not the case in Ezha. By
taking these past existential verb forms, both Amharic and Ezha attach the negative
prefixes al- and an- respectively to signal negation as demonstrated by the following table.
Table 7. Inflectional paradigms of Amharic and Ezha negative existential verb in the past
Amharic

Ezha

1S

al-nәbbәr-ku-mm

an-nәbәr-xw

2MS

al-nәbbәr-k-mm

an-nәbәr-xә

2FS

al-nәbbәr-ʃ-mm

an-nәbәr-xi [annәbәrxj]

3MS

al-nәbbәr-ә-mm

an-nәbәr-ә

3FS

al-nәbbәr-әttʃ-mm

an-nәbәr-әttʃ

1PL

al-nәbbәr-n-mm

an-nәbәr-nә [annәbәnnә]

2MPL

al-nәbbәr-attʃɨhu-mm

an-nәbәr-xu

2FPL

al-nәbbәr-attʃɨhu-mm

an-nәbәr-xma

3MPL

an-nәbbәr-u-mm

a-j-rәbr-o [erәbro]

3FPL

an-nәbbәr-u-mm

a-j-rәbr-әma [erәbrәma]

In Amharic, the right most invariable suffix (i.e. -mm) is the clause marker in the
negative, while those suffixes preceding -mm are subject agreement elements. In Ezha, the
suffixes are subject agreement markers and there is no clause marker in the negative as is
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the case in lexical and copular verbs (see 2.1 and 2.2). The following are instances of
negative structures involving existential verbs in the past pertaining to the two languages
under concern.
(17) Amharic
a. tәmariwottʃu kɨddɨm tɨmɨhɨrtbet alnәbbәrum
tәmari-ottʃ-u kɨddɨm tɨmɨhɨrtbet al-nәbbәr-u-mm
student-PL-DEF moment-ago school NEG-exist.PAST-3MPL-CM
‘The students were not at school a moment ago.’
Ezha
b. xɨnәma sәstra agәnna an-nәbәr-әma
they (F) two_days_ago Agenna NEG-exist.PAST-3FPL
‘They (F) were not in Agenna two days ago.’

The Amharic existential verb in the future tense is -nor- which is a suppletive form
different from both the present and past verbs of existence indicated earlier. By contrast,
Ezha employs -rәbr- for the definite future and -nbɨr- for the indefinite future. These forms
are arguably related to the past existential verb in the negative (i.e. nәbәr-) discussed earlier.
As noted earlier for lexical verbs, unlike Ezha, Amharic does not distinguish between
definite and indefinite future readings on existential verbs. The inflectional paradigms of
the future existential verbs of the two languages are given in table 8.
Table 8. Amharic and Ezha verb of existence in the future tense.
Ezha
Amharic

Definite Future

Indefinite future

1S

ɨ-nor-allә-hu

ә-rәbr-te

ә-nbɨr-ʃә

2MS

t-nor-allә-h

tɨ-rәbr-te

tɨ-nbɨr-ʃә

2FS

ɨ-nor-i-allә-ʃ

tɨ-rәbr-i-te

tɨ-nbɨr-i-ʃә

3MS

j-nor-allә-ә [jɨnorall]

jɨ-rәbr-te

jɨ-nbɨr-ʃә

3FS

t-nor-allә-ʃ

tɨ-rәbr-te

tɨ-nbɨr-ʃә

1PL

ɨn-nor-allә-n

nɨ-rәbr-nә-te

nɨ-nbɨr-nә-ʃә

2MPL

t-nor-allә-attʃɨhu [tɨnorallattʃɨhu]

tɨ-rәbr-o-te

tɨ-nbɨr-o-ʃә

2FPL

t-nor-allә-attʃɨhu [tɨnorallattʃɨhu]

tɨ-rәbr-әma-te

tɨ-nbәr-әma-ʃә

3MPL

j-nor-allә-u [jɨnorallu]

jɨ-rәbr-o-te

jɨ-nbɨr-o-ʃә

3FPL

j-nor-allә-u [jɨnorallu]

jɨ-rәbr-әma-te

jɨ-nbɨr-әma-ʃә

In the Amharic forms, the prefixes are all person markers, while the right most suffixes
are subject agreement elements. The affix -allә that precedes the subject markers is the
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non-past auxiliary marker as indicated in the inflectional paradigm of the future copular
verb as well (see 2.2). Likewise, the prefixes in the Ezha paradigms are person indicators,
while the invariable terminal suffixes -te and -ʃә relate to definite and indefinite future
marking respectively. The affixes preceding these future morphemes are subject markers
which are identical to those in regular verb conjugations. The following two examples
illustrate how the future verbs of existence in Amharic and Ezha are used in sentential
structures.
(18) Amharic
a. nәgә sɨbsәbaw laj ɨnorallәhu
nәgә sɨbsәba-u laj ɨ-nor-allә-hu
tomorrow meeting-DEF on 1S-exist.FUT-AUX.PRES-1S.Sj
‘I will exist on the meeting tomorrow.’
Ezha
b. gred-we sәstә addisaba jɨ-rәbr-әma-te
girl.PL-DEF two_days_later Addis Ababa 3FPL-exist.FUT-3FPL-DFUT
‘The girls will be in Addis Ababa after two days.’
c. jɨna sәstә addisaba nɨ-nbɨr-nә-ʃә
we two_days_later Addis Ababa 1PL-exist-1PL-IFUT
‘We will probably be in Addis Ababa after two days.’

In future negative expressions involving verbs of existence, both Amharic and Ezha
make use of the negative prefix a- to be attached to the respective future existential verbs
indicated in table 8. The following exemplary sentential constructions illustrate this point.
(19) Amharic
a. jә-zare amәt sәw-ottʃ-u bahɨrdar a-j-nor-u-mm
GEN-today year man-PL-DEF B. NEG-3PL-exist.FUT-3PL-CM
‘The people will not exist in Bahirdar next year.’
Ezha
b. adot-әna sәstә agәnna a-t-rәbr
mother-1S.POSS two_days_later Agenna NEG-3FS-exist.FUT
‘My mother will not be in Agenna after two days.’
c. sәstә agәnna a-t-rɨbr-әma
two_days_later Agenna NEG-2PL-exist.FUT-2FPL
‘You (FPL) will not probably be in Agenna two days after.’

Notice that the negative prefix employed in both languages is identical to the one applied
to lexical verbs in the imperfective and jussive conjugations (see 2.1) as well as to that used
with future copular forms (see 2.2). In Amharic, the negative clause marker -mm appears
on the future existential verb as is the case in lexical and copular verbs. In Ezha, on the
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other hand, the negative verbs of existence preclude the clause marker -m as well as the
definite and indefinite future markers -te and -ʃә since these three suffixes are mutually
exclusive with the negative prefix, which also applies to regular and copular verbs of the
language (see 2.1 and 2.2).
3. Summary
In this article, an attempt has been made to offer a synchronic comparative description of
negation in two genetically related languages: Amharic and Ezha. The comparison is
conducted from a purely descriptive perspective without introducing any theoretical
assumption thereby avoiding the possible occurrence of any theory-internal problem which
could possibly impose bias on the data analyses.
The article revealed that negation in both Amharic and Ezha can be expressed by
employing three categories of verbs. These are lexical verbs (including composite verbs),
copular verbs and existential verbs. Most of these verb classes in both languages render
negative readings by attaching a negative prefix; there are rare instances within the class of
copular and existential verbs of both Amharic and Ezha where negation is lexically
expressed in the absence of any negative marker.
Lexical verbs of Amharic render negation by prefixing a negative morpheme which has
two grammatically conditioned variants. On perfective and imperative verbal bases, the
negative prefix appears as al- while it occurs as a- on imperfective and jussive verb forms.
In the case of composite verb negation, the negative marker attaches to the supportive verb
that comes as a second element of the juxtaposition.
In Ezha, on the other hand, the negative morpheme to be attached to lexical verbs
surfaces as an- on perfective forms, whereas it becomes a- in imperfective, jussive and
imperative conjugations. Like the case in Amharic, the negation of composite verbs in Ezha
requires putting the negative prefix at the beginning of the supportive verb.
In both languages under comparison, the negative prefix precedes person prefixes in
their attachment to the verbal bases in the imperfective, jussive and imperative
conjugations. But, the negative marker in both languages occurs following the conditional
marker in negative conditionals. When it comes to negative relative verbs, the negative
morpheme is preceded by the relativizer in Amharic. In Ezha, however, the relativizer
never appears in negative relative verbs so that the negative marker attaches directly to the
verbal base in the perfective and preceding the person prefixes in the imperfective. Note
that in Ezha, the relative marker is zero even in the affirmative relative clauses with
imperfective verb forms as opposed to perfective conjugations where the relativizer overtly
surfaces as jә-.
Concerning negation involving copular verbs in the present tense, Amharic employs a
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suppletive form that differs from the respective affirmative copula and that conveys a
negative reading without the addition of any negative affix. In Ezha, by contrast, the
negative of the present copula coincides with the future copula with the addition of the
negative prefix that surfaces as an-. The negative future copulas of both languages are
constructed by attaching the same negative marker used in the imperfective forms of
lexical verbs, i.e. a-, to the respective affirmative future copular forms. With regard to the
negation of the past copula, Amharic simply attaches the prefix an- to the past copular verb
nәbbәr-. Whereas, Ezha uses a different form to which the negative morpheme an- is to be
attached. This suppletive form based on which the negative past copula is formed is nәbәras opposed to the past copula bannә- used in the affirmative.
When it comes to existential verbs, both Amharic and Ezha employ suppletive negatives
in the present which signal negation on their own in the absence of negative affixes.
However, the future copulas of both languages are negated by using the same negative
prefix that turns out to surface as a- to the respective existential verbs in the affirmative.
Past existential verbs of both Amharic and Ezha are the copies of the past copulas in the
respective languages. The negative version of the past existential verb in Amharic is
formed by prefixing al- to the past affirmative copula. By contrast, in Ezha, like the case in
the negation of the past copula, the negation of the past verb of existence is not based on
the affirmative existential verb form. A different verb form is introduced and the negative
prefix an- is attached to this suppletive form to yield the negative past existential verb in an
exactly the same manner as the negative past copular verb formation.
In all types of verbs, the Ezha negative prefix is mutually exclusive with the future tense
markers (-te for definite future and -ʃә for indefinite future) and the declarative clause
marker in the perfective, i.e. -m. In Amharic, on the other hand, the negative morpheme
presupposes the clause marker -mm. This suffix never appears on affirmative forms. It only
comes out with the negative prefix involving declarative clauses (perfective and
imperfective verbs); hence, it is considered to mark negative declarative clauses.
Generally, the two languages under comparison are found out to exhibit very similar
patterns of negation marking. To the extreme, they even employ identical morphs in certain
instance such as in the imperfective and jussive conjugations where the negative prefix
appears as a- in both languages. In the negation of present copular and existential verbs
again, both of the languages involve the application of suppletive negatives (lexical
negation). The position of the negative markers is also the same; in both languages, the
negative marker is a prefix that occurs following subordinators on subordinate clauses and
preceding person prefixes, if there is any.
There are also differences, although they appear to be very minor, between the negation
patterns of the two languages. For example, unlike Amharic, Ezha does not employ an
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overt relativizer in negative relative verbs. In addition, in the past tense, Ezha uses a
suppletive copular verb form, which is different from the affirmative past copula, (which
also applies to the past existential verb) to which the negative prefix is to be attached to
render a negative reading in the past. This is not the case in Amharic where the negative of
both the past copular and existential verbs is formed simply by prefixing the negative
marker to the same affirmative form in the past (note that the past copular and existential
verbs assume the same form).
Symbols and abbreviations
1, 2, 3
ACC
AUX
CM
CNV
COP
DEF
DFUT
F
FUT
GEN
IFUT
IPFV
M
NEG
Oj
PFV
PL
POSS
PRES
REL
S
Sj

First, Second and Third Person
Accusative
Auxiliary
Clause Marker
Converb
Copula
Definite
Definite Future
Feminine
Future
Genitive
Indefinite Future
Imperfective
Masculine
Negative
Object
Perfective
Plural
Possessive
Present
Relativizer
Singular
Subject
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